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July 20, 2000 
 
 
ADVICE 2018-E 
 
 
Public Utilities Commission of the State of California 
 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (the Company) hereby submits for filing 
revisions to its electric tariff sheets.  The affected tariff sheets are listed on the 
enclosed Attachment I. 
 
The purpose of this filing is to modify the Company’s E-BID--Price Responsive 
Load Program (E-BID Program) and applicable tariffs, in an effort to help alleviate 
California’s shortage of generating capacity during the summer of 2000 and 2001. 
 
Resolution (R.) E-3650 approved the Schedule E-BID Program, subject to the 
modifications listed in the Ordering Paragraphs.  In compliance with the Ordering 
Paragraphs of R. E-3650, the Company submitted Advice 1934-E.  The E-BID 
program gives customers on Schedule E-19 or Schedule E-20 the opportunity to 
respond to true market prices and moderate their demand for electricity 
accordingly.  In return for curtailing their electrical loads, the Company pays 
customers on the E-BID Program an incentive for their participation. 
 
The shortage of generating capacity within California and California’s dependence 
on imported resources was readily apparent during the weeks of June 12 and June 
28.  During these two weeks, the Company operated its Non-Firm program four 
times and operated the E-BID Program eight times.  In addition, for the first time, 
and at the direction of the California Independent System Operator (CAISO), the 
Company was required to implement rotating outages within its service territory (the 
San Francisco Bay Area). 
 
In an effort to help alleviate this shortage of generating capacity, the Company is 
proposing to revise its E-BID Program as follows: 

 
1. Increase the incentive amount paid to customers who voluntarily curtail load 

under the E-BID Program.  This action is even more important now that the ISO 
price cap has been lowered to $500/MWh.  Generally, the current E-BID 
incentive payment is calculated by multiplying the offered incentive price by PX 
zone for each hour (in cents per kilowatt-hour) by the kilowatt-hours of reduced 
load relative to the noticed baseline quantity.  The hourly incentive price currently 
offered is the difference between the PX market clearing price for the zone 
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where the customer is located minus the customer’s otherwise applicable 
energy rate.  The Company is requesting authorization to increase the incentive 
amount paid to customers so that the incentive does not subtract out the 
customer’s otherwise applicable energy rate.  Rather, the incentive would simply 
now equal the PX market clearing price for the zone where the customer is 
located. 

2. Revise the PX market clearing price threshold where the Company would 
operate the E-BID Program.  The Company is proposing to revise the program 
threshold so that it would be equal to one half the price cap on the CAISO Real 
Time Market with a minimum threshold of $100/MWh and with a maximum 
threshold of $250/MWh.  The request to change the trigger point is in response 
to the CAISO reducing the Real Time Price Cap from $750 to $500, and with the 
possibility that the CAISO may reduce the Real Time Price Cap to $250.  
Currently the program is triggered when the PX marketing clearing price is equal 
to or exceeds $250/MWh.  At this level, program participants would only have 
one bid price if the CAISO was to lower the Real Time Price Cap to $250.  The 
revised language will allow E-BID customers greater flexibility to participate in 
the program, and assist in lowering the California’s energy demands. 

3. Reduce the $600 E-BID Program enrollment fee. The $600 fee was established 
in part to help minimize “free ridership” on the program.  However, this fee level 
may be viewed as too great a hindrance towards customer participation.  The 
reduction of the $600 program enrollment fee to $100 will still dissuade “free 
riders” from the program, while incenting additional customers to participate in 
the E-BID Program. 

4. Remove the requirement that a customer without an interval meter must install 
one at their own expense in order to participate in the E-BID program.  The cost 
for a customer to install, own and maintain an interval meter can be as much as 
$ 1,500.00.  Some customers, especially ones of smaller size (e.g., Schedule E-
19--Voluntary), view this requirement as a barrier to participation.  The Company 
is therefore proposing to install and maintain interval meters for new 
participants, at its own expense, to facilitate involvement in the E-BID Program.  
The Company would continue to own this “free” interval meter.  Customers would 
no longer be financially responsible for the incremental costs (above standard 
installation charges) that they would otherwise be required to pay.  New 
participants would continue to be required to establish and pay for any monthly 
fees associated with telephone equipment and service required for remotely 
reading or monitoring the interval meter. 
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Participants receiving an interval meter from the Company will be able to 
continue to use the meter at no additional charge even after the E-BID program 
is terminated, provided that the participant remains on the program as long as it 
is offered by the Company.  New participants who receive the free interval meter 
but later elect to leave the program, or are terminated for cause, may keep the 
meter, providing that they reimburse the Company for its on-going costs of 
ownership pursuant to electric Rule 2.  Participants may alternatively request the 
Company to replace their interval meter with a standard model, replacement of 
which the Company may pursue at its own convenience. 

Participants who have received a free interval meter from the Company must 
successfully participate in the bidding and load reduction phases of the E-BID 
Program at least three times each calendar year.  Those who do not continue to 
meet this requirement will either be required to begin reimbursing the Company 
for its ownership costs of the meter, or must request that the Company replace 
the interval meter with a standard model. 

5. The Company is proposing that new E-BID participants have the option of 
electing whether or not they are subject to hourly pricing after the rate freeze.  
Currently, at the end of the rate freeze, all customers with interval meters are 
required to be billed on an hourly basis.  As such, having an interval meter 
installed at their premise may be a disincentive for potential E-BID participants 
who desire less volatility in their energy prices.  Allowing those customers who 
have interval meters installed for the express purpose of participating in the E-
BID Program the latitude to maintain weighted average cost billing will remove 
this barrier.  

6. Reduce the minimum curtailment requirement of the E-BID Program from twenty 
percent (20%) of the customer’s hourly baseline requirement down to ten 
percent (10%).  Some customers who have shown interest in the E-BID Program 
have stated that the twenty percent (20%) minimum reduction was too difficult for 
them to achieve given their operation.  A lower minimum threshold number would 
be more attainable for customers if they were to participate in the E-BID 
Program. 

7. Increase the maximum number of customers who can participate in the E-BID 
Program from 500 customers to 1,000 customers.  In addition, within the limits of 
the 1,000 customers, increase the number of smaller customers who can 
participate in the E-BID Program from 50 customers to 300 customers.  The 
Company believes that the modification to the existing E-BID Program that is 
requested herein will result in additional participation in the program.  Many of 
the other modifications being requested will allow the smaller size customers to 
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more easily participate in the E-BID Program, perhaps necessitating this 
increase of the authorized participation level.  

8. The Company also requests that the Commission rescind Ordering Paragraph 3 
of R. E-3650.  Ordering Paragraph 3 limits the maximum total load reduction 
under the E-BID Program for any one curtailment event to a target goal of 500 
MWh per hour.  With the expansion of the E-BID Program that is proposed in 
this Advice letter, such limits will hinder the Company’s efforts to maximize the 
potential load relief of the E-BID Program. 

For Items 3, 4 and 5 above, the Company would not retroactively adjust payments 
already made to E-BID customers under their otherwise applicable rate, or change 
the conditions under which these customers had originally joined the programs.  The 
Company would not reimburse existing participants for the difference between the 
current and proposed enrollment fees or for the installation of interval meter.  These 
modifications are made for the purpose of motivating new customers to join the 
program, not for providing existing customers with increased benefits. 

The Company proposes to use the rate making treatment adopted in R. E-3650, 
dated April 6, 2000, which established the E-BID Memorandum Account (E-BIDMA) 
to separately track both the Company’s start up costs, administrative costs, and 
enrollment fees collected from customers on the E-BID program.  The incentive 
payments made to customers are recorded in the Transition Revenue Account. 

The Company proposes to use the reporting mechanism already in place and 
adopted in R. E-3650.  Specifically, the Company will submit an informational 
advice filing by March 31, 2001, describing the results of participation in Schedule 
E-BID, including the number of Schedule E-BID events, the date of the events, and 
the following information for each completed event: the number of enrolled Schedule 
E-BID customers; the number of participating customers who committed to 
participate in the event; the hourly published day-ahead PX Market Clearing Price; 
aggregated hourly Schedule E-BID commitments; aggregated hourly demand 
reduction of participating customers; actual hourly reduced demand, average actual 
reduced energy as a percent of commitments; the total incentive payments; and the 
number of customers whose actual demand reductions failed to meet the minimum 
10 percent of their baseline demand.  Data for three or fewer customers will be 
combined or not reported. 

With the coming of August and September, California’s traditional hot weather 
months, the need to minimize the possibility of additional rotating outages is urgent.  
E-BID has so far proven successful in providing load relief.  During the first month 
(June 2000) of the E-BID Program, the program was called upon nine times, for a 
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total of 71 hours.  For example, on June 28, actual reductions from the 19 customers 
electing to participate in the E-BID operation totaled 42 MW.  
 
Therefore, the Company requests that the Commission approve this advice filing on 
an expedited basis.  Because of the exigent circumstances facing the California 
power grid at large, extraordinary and extremely expedited relief is urgently needed 
on this advice filing pursuant to General Order No. 96-A, Sections III F, IV B, and 
XV.  Failure to act on this advice filing immediately will mean that the proposed 
demand reduction efforts stated in the advice letter will be unavailable to help 
alleviate the capacity shortage.  Delay may very well result in additional rotating 
outages during the coming summer months of August and September. 
 
Effective Date 
 
The Company requests that the Commission approve this advice filing at its 
August 3, 2000, Commission Meeting, effective that date. Time is of the essence 
in obtaining Commission approval.  This is especially the case given that there are 
no other Commission meetings scheduled in August. 
 
In order to accomplish this objective, the Company proposes the following schedule, 
which incorporates reductions to the normal protest period and to the review and 
comment period on a resolution: 
 

Action Due Date 
File Advice Letter 7/20/2000 
Protests to Advice Letter  7/25/2000 
Reply to Protests 7/26/2000 
Draft Resolution  7/28/2000 
Comments on Draft Resolution  7/31/2000 
Reply to Comments 8/2/2000 
Final Resolution 8/3/2000 

 
In order to act by August 3, 2000, the Commission must reduce the 20-day protest 
period, as well as the review and comment period for the draft resolution.  The 
Commission may reduce the 30-day draft resolution comment period provided by 
PU Code § 311(g)(1) in accordance with its rules adopted pursuant to P.U. Code 
§ 311(g)(3).  Pursuant to Rules 77.7 (f)(9) and 81(f), the Company requests that the 
Commission reduce the 30-day comment period due to public necessity.  Time is of 
the essence because failure to approve the expansion of the E-BID program on 
August 3 would increase the likelihood and potential severity of rotating outages. 
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This filing will not increase any rate or charge, cause the withdrawal of service, or 
conflict with any rate schedule or rule. 
 
Anyone wishing to protest this advice filing may do so by sending a letter by 
facsimile or electronically, either of which must be received by the Company no later 
than 5 days after the date of this advice filing. Protests should be mailed to: 
 

IMC Branch Chief 
Energy Division 
California Public Utilities Commission 
505 Van Ness Avenue, Room 4002 
San Francisco, California  94102 
Facsimile: (415) 703-2200 

 
Copies should also be mailed to the attention of the Director, Energy Division 
(address above), and Les Guliasi, Manager, Regulatory Relations, 77 Beale Street, 
Mail Code B10C, P.O. Box 770000, San Francisco, California 94177, Facsimile 
(415) 973-7226.  The protest should set forth the grounds upon which it is based 
and shall be submitted expeditiously.  There are no restrictions on who may file a 
protest. 
 
In accordance with Section III, Paragraph G of General Order 96-A, The Company is 
electronically or postal mailing a copy of this advice filing to the utilities and 
interested parties shown on the attached list. Address change requests should be 
directed to Nelia Avendano at (415) 973-3529. 
 
 
 
 
Vice President -- Regulatory Relations 
 
 
 
Attachments 
 

Cc: California Independent System Operator 
  California Power Exchange 
  Electricity Oversight Board 
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SCHEDULE E-BID -- PRICE-RESPONSIVE LOAD PROGRAM 

APPLICABILITY: This schedule is available during the period between June 1, and December 31, 
2000.  It is intended to provide PG&E with a pool of price-responsive load for the 
purpose of bidding forecasted load into the day-ahead energy market operated by the 
California Power Exchange (CalPX). 

 

TERRITORY: This tariff applies everywhere PG&E provides service.  

ELIGIBILITY: This schedule is available to up to 1,000 of PG&E’s bundled-service customers on a 
first-come first-served basis as follows:  

1. 1,000 customers on Schedules E-19 and E-20 customers may take service on 
this schedule.  To be eligible, a customer receiving bundled service under either 
rate Schedule E-19 or E-20 must have at least 500 kW of maximum demand for 
three consecutive months, have in place or cause to be installed telephone-
accessible interval load metering being read by PG&E, and have executed a 
contract for service under this schedule (Form No. 79-963, Agreement for 
Schedule E-BID.  Bundled service customers whose commodity portion of their 
bill is otherwise calculated as the sum of the products of the customer-specific 
hourly load and the hourly commodity price are not eligible to take service under 
this schedule; and   

2. 300 customers on Schedule E-19 V may take service on this schedule.  To be 
eligible, a customer receiving bundled service under rate Schedule E-19V must 
have less than 500 kW of maximum demand, have in place or cause to be 
installed telephone-accessible interval load metering being read by PG&E, and 
have executed a contract for service under this schedule (Form No. 79-963).  
Bundled service customers whose commodity portion of their bill is otherwise 
calculated as the sum of the products of the customer-specific hourly load and 
the hourly commodity price are not eligible to take service under this schedule.   

If required, PG&E will provide and install an interval meter for participation in the E-BID 
Program.  The customer is responsible for the installation of telephony equipment 
required for the remote reading of the interval meter.  Additionally, as a condition of 
participating in Schedule E-BID, the customer must have a pager, Internet access and 
an e-mail address.   

Participants receiving a free interval meter from PG&E will be able to continue to use 
the interval meter at no additional cost even after the Program is terminated, provided 
that the participant remains in the E-BID Program as long as it is offered by PG&E.  
Participants who receive the free interval meter but later elects to leave the program, or 
are terminated for cause, may keep the meter providing that they reimburse PG&E for 
its on going costs of ownership pursuant to Electric Rule 2.  The participant may 
alternatively request PG&E to remove the meter, which work PG&E may pursue at its 
own convenience. 

(T) 
 
 

(T) 
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SCHEDULE E-BID -- PRICE-RESPONSIVE LOAD PROGRAM 
(Continued) 

PROGRAM 
OPERATIONS: 

When the PX market clearing price for a particular PX zone equals or exceeds the PX 
market clearing price threshold, PG&E will solicit from participants voluntary load 
reductions in exchange for an incentive payment.  PG&E will ask for voluntary load 
reductions to occur only during the hours of noon to 10 p.m., Monday through Friday 
except for holidays.  The incentive payments will be based upon the day-ahead hourly 
market clearing price for power delivered in the PX operating zone within which the 
customer receives service, as described in the Incentive Payment Section of this rate 
schedule.  The PX market clearing price threshold is equal to one-half (1/2) the price 
cap established by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) for the Real 
Time Market except the minimum threshold is $100/MWh and the maximum threshold 
is $250/MWh. 

Approximately at 2 p.m. on the day immediately preceding a noticed Schedule E-BID 
operation, unless delayed by a delayed closure of the day-ahead PX market, PG&E will 
communicate the following information: 

1. the operating hours for which load reductions are requested; 

2. the baseline usage that PG&E projects for customer’s load during those hours 
for which load reductions are requested, based on the average recorded hourly 
usage amounts (if available) for these same hours on the most recent available 
10 weekdays, excluding holidays, unaffected by previously noticed program 
operations; and 

3. the pricing incentive that PG&E intends to offer for any load reductions realized 
relative to the customer’s baseline usage.   

Program participants shall provide PG&E with confirming notification of their intent to 
reduce load, by 6 p.m. on the day before such a noticed Schedule E-BID operation (or 
by 10 a.m. on the day of the noticed operation, if the preceding day was a Sunday or 
holiday, or if PG&E’s notification was given to the customer after 4 pm of the day 
preceding the day of a noticed operation).  No evaluation will be performed, nor 
payment made, for load reductions undertaken without such advance confirming 
notification. 

(T) 
(T) 

 
 
 
 
 

(N) 
| 
| 

(N) 
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SCHEDULE E-BID -- PRICE-RESPONSIVE LOAD PROGRAM 
(Continued) 

INCENTIVE 
PAYMENTS: 

PG&E will evaluate and pay for the customer load reductions realized under Schedule 
E-BID within a period no longer than 60 days after each operation, depending on 
where the operation falls within the participant’s actual billing cycle.  The incentive 
payments will be reflected in the customer’s regular monthly bill as an adjustment.  
Payments will be calculated by multiplying the offered incentive price by PX zone for 
each hour (in cents per kilowatt-hour) by the kilowatt-hours of reduced load relative to 
the noticed baseline quantity, except that PG&E will not pay for any load reductions in 
amounts less than 10 percent of the noticed baseline quantity.  The offered hourly 
incentive price will equal the PX market clearing price for the zone where the customer 
is located. 

PG&E may, at its discretion, elect to evaluate and pay out the incentives associated 
with several operations together in a single payment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(T) 
| 

(T) 

FAILURE TO 
REDUCE LOAD: 

Participating customers who after confirming participation in noticed operations do not 
reduce load by 10 percent or more from baseline in three consecutive noticed 
operations will be terminated from the program. 

Participants having received a free interval meter from the Company must successfully 
participate in the bidding and load reduction phases of the E-BID program at least 
three times each calendar year.  Those who do not continue to meet this requirement 
will either have to begin reimbursing the Company for its ownership costs of the meter 
pursuant to Electric Rule 2 or request the Company to remove its meter 

 
(T) 

 
 

(N) 
| 
| 
| 

(N) 

INTERACTION 
WITH 
CUSTOMER’S 
OTHER 
APPLICABLE 
CHARGES: 

Participating customers’ regular electric service bills will continue to be calculated 
each month based on their actual recorded monthly demands and energy usage. 

If a participant is also enrolled in PG&E’s Schedules E-19 and E-20 Non-Firm Service 
Program, then load curtailment orders issued under the Schedules E-19 and E-20 
Non-Firm Service Program (and applicable non-compliance penalty rates) will take 
precedence over load reductions offered as part of this pilot program.  The incentive 
payments to those participants who are also enrolled in the Schedules E-19 and E-20 
Non-Firm Service Program shall exclude any load reductions that occurred during 
those hours when a Schedules E-19 and E-20 Non-Firm Service Program curtailment 
order is in effect. 

For the limited duration of Schedule E-BID, customers enrolled in the Schedule E-BID 
program will not be able to participate in any other interruptible load program offered 
by the ISO, any other non-utility load program, or PG&E, other than the Schedules E-19 
and E-20 Non-Firm Service Program. 

 

PROGRAM 
PARTICIPATION 
FEE: 

Participating customers will be assessed a one-time, non-refundable $100 
enrollment fee in order to recover a portion of the load monitoring, billing and 
evaluation costs associated with the operation of this rate program. 

(T) 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
AGREEMENT FOR SCHEDULE E-BID 

FORM NO. 79-963 (REV 07/00) 
(ATTACHED) 
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FORM NO. 

 DATE SHOWN 
ON FORM 

  
AGREEMENT/CONTRACT TITLE 

 CPUC 
SHEET NO. 

 

        

    EXPERIMENTAL    

        
79-704  REV  4/93  Service Agreement—Experimental Real-time Pricing 

Service.....................................................................................
  

13115-E 
 

79-727  5/87  Agreement for Experimental Conjunctive Electric Billing 
for Primary and Secondary Schools (Existing Metering 
Option).....................................................................................

  
 

10118-E 

 

79-728  5/87  Agreement for Experimental Conjunctive Electric Billing 
for Primary and Secondary Schools (Facility Allocation 
Option).....................................................................................

  
 

10119-E 

 

79-771  REV  3/00  Supplemental Agreement for Economic Development 
Discount on Electric Service................................................

  
16883-E 

 

79-799  5/95  Diesel Alternative Power Option Affidavit..............................  13699-E  
79-840  9/95  Substation Maintenance Services Agreement....................  13803-E  
79-841  5/95  Natural Gas Alternative Power Option Affidavit....................  13700-E  
79-963  REV  7/00  Agreement for Schedule E-BID ..............................................  16997-E (T) 
        
    LONG-TERM SERVICE AGREEMENTS    

        
79-849  REV  11/95  Agreement for the Expansion and Retention of 

Incremental Electric Load (Six-Year Term).......................
  

13861-E 
 

79-850  REV  11/95  Agreement for the Expansion and Retention of 
Incremental Electric Load (Three-Year Term).................

  
13862-E 

 

79-851  REV  11/95  Agreement for Attracting Manufacturing Businss and 
Electric Load (Ten-Year Term)............................................

  
13863-E 

 

79-852  REV  11/95  Agreement for Attracting Manufacturing Business and 
Electric Load (Six-Year Term).............................................

  
13864-E 

 

79-853  REV  11/95  Agreement for the Deferral of the Construction of 
Congeneration Facilities......................................................

  
13865-E 

 

79-860  11/97  Non-Disclosure and Confidentiality Agreement for 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Generic 
Business Attraction, Business Retention, and 
Cogeneration Deferral Agreements ..................................

  
 
 

14803-E 
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  RATE SCHEDULES    
 

SCHEDULE 
  
TITLE OF SHEET 

 CAL P.U.C. 
SHEET NO. 

 

      

  LIGHTING RATES    
      

LS-1  PG&E-Owned Street and Highway Lighting ..........15393,16950,15395,15936,16490,16324-E  
LS-2  Customer-Owned Street and Highway Lighting ...........15398,16951,15400 to 15403,16491-E  
LS-3  Customer-Owned Street and Highway Lighting Electrolier Meter Rate 

..............................................................................................................16952,15406,15407,16492-E
 

TC-1  Traffic Control Service.......................................................................................16953,15410,16493-E  
OL-1  Outdoor Area Lighting Service............................................................16954,15413,15414,16494-E  
    

  OTHER    
    
S  Standby Service.................................................................................................. 16955,16956,16957,  

 15419,16200,15421,16201,16202,15424,15425,16203,16204,16205,16206,16495,16336-
 

E-DEPART  Departing Customers ................................................................................................................15905-E  
E-EXEMPT  Competition Transition Charge Exemption..........................................................16068 to 16073-E  
E-TD  Transmission and Distribution Bypass Deferral Rate ..........................15694 to 15696,16496-E  
E-TDI  Incremental Sales Rate for New Customers .............................................. 15698,15699,16497-E  
E-RRB  Rate Reduction Bonds Bill Credit and Fixed Transition Amount Charge...........14798,14799-E  
E-NEM  Net Energy Metering Service........................................................................................16091,16092-E  
E-BID  Price Responsive Load Program ...........................................................................17152 to 17154-E (T) 
    

  AGRICULTURAL RATES    
    
AG-1  Agricultural Power ..............................................16861,15446 to 15449,16498,15451 to 15453-E  
AG-R  Split-Week Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 

 ..................... 15454,16959,15456,15457,15458,15459,16499,16340,15462,15463,15464-E
 

AG-V  Short-Peak Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 
 ..................... 15465,16960,15467,15468,15469,15470,16500,16342,15473,15474,15475-E

 

AG-4  Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 
 ..............................15476,16961,16962,15479 to 15483,16501,16345,15486,15487,15488-E

 

AG-5  Large Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 
..............................15489,16963,16964,15492 to 15496,16502,16348,15499,15500,15501-E

 

AG-6  Large Agricultural Power............................................15502,16965,15504,15505,15506,16350-E  
AG-7  Experimental Tiered Time-of-Use Agricultural Power 

..................................15701,15702,16966,16967,15705,15706,15707,15708,16503,16353-E
 

AG-8  Deferral of Gas and Diesel Engine-Driven Pumping Facilities ................15710,15711,16504-E  
    

  POWER EXCHANGE RATES    
    
PX  Power Exchange Energy Cost......................16905,17147,17148,16744,16745,15521,15522-E  
    

  DIRECT ACCESS    
    
E-CREDIT  Revenue Cycle Services Credits ............................................................................16567 to 16578-E  
E-DASR  Direct Access Services Request Fees ...................................................................................14847-E  
E-ESP  Service to Energy Service Providers.....................................16109,15828,15829,15830,16221-E  
E-ESPNDSF  Energy Service Provider Non-Discretionary Service Fee .......................................16535,16536-E  
E-EUS  End User Services............................................................................................ 14852,14853,14854-E  
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  RATE SCHEDULES    

 
SCHEDULE 

  
TITLE OF SHEET 

 CAL P.U.C. 
SHEET NO. 

 

  RESIDENTIAL RATES    
E-1  Residential Service ......................................................................................... 16911,15237,16462-E  
EE  Service to Company Employees .............................................................................................15239-E  
EM  Master-Metered Multifamily Service ..................................................16912,15241,15242,16463-E  
ES  Multifamily Service ..................................................................16913,15245,15246,16464,16262-E  
ESR  Residential RV Park and Residential Marina Service ...................16914,15249,15250,16465-E  
ET  Mobilehome Park Service .....................................................16915,15253,15254,16466,16266-E  
E-7  Residential Time-of-Use Service .....................................................16655,16916,15257,16467-E  
E-A7  Experimental Residential Alternate Peak Time-of-Use Service..16657,16917,15260,16468-E  
E-8  Residential Seasonal Service Option .......................................................................16918,16469-E  
E-9  Experimental Residential Time-of-Use Service for Low Emission 

Vehicle Customers ................................................. 15264,16919,16920,15267,15268,16470-E
 

EL-1  Residential CARE Program Service ............................................................ 16921,15274,16471-E  
EML  Master-Metered Multifamily CARE Program Service......................16922,15277,16472,16473-E  
ESL  Multifamily CARE Program Service .....................................16923,15280,15281,16474,16281-E  
ESRL  Residential RV Park and Residential Marina CARE Program Service 

..................................................................................................................16924,15284,15285,16475-E
 

ETL  Mobilehome Park CARE Program Service ........................16925,15289,15290,16476,16285-E  
EL-7  Residential CARE Program Time-of-Use Service ........................16659,16926,15293,16477-E  
EL-A7  Experimental Residential CARE Program Alternate Peak 

Time-of-Use Service.........................................................................16661,16927,15296,16478-E
 

EL-8  Residential Seasonal CARE Program Service Option...........................................16928,16479-E  
    

  COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL    
A-1  Small General Service..................................................................................................16929,16480-E  
A-6  Small General Time-of-Use Service.................................................15302,16930,16481,16295-E  
A-10  Medium General Demand-Metered Service.......................16931,15307,15308,16482,16297-E  
A-T  Nondomestic Interruptible Service..........................................................................................11862-E  
A-RTP  Experimental Real-Time-Pricing Service .................................................................15313,16483-E  
A-15  Direct-Current General Service ..................................................................................16932,16484-E  
E-19  Medium General Demand-Metered Time-of-Use Service.............16410,15316,15317,16933,  

 16934,16935,15321,15322,15323,15324,16411,16412,16413,15328,16414,15330,16936,
 16937,16938,16416,16417,16418,16419,16420,16485,16539,16540,16541,16306,16307-

 

E-20  Service to Customers with Maximum Demands of 1,000 Kilowatts or More 
 ..................................................................................................16425,15344,16939,16940,16941,  
15348,15349,15350,15351,16426,16427,16428,15355,16429,16430,15358,16942,16943,  

16944,16432,16433,16434,16435,16436,16486,16438,16542,16543,16544,16314-E

 

E-25  Restricted Variable-Peak-Period Time-of-Use Service to 
Water Agencies ..........................15372,16945,16946,16947,15376 to 15379,16487,16318-E

 

E-36  Small General Service to Oil and Gas Extraction Customers.................. 16948,16488,16320-E  
E-37  Medium General Demand-Metered Time-of-Use Service to Oil and  

Gas Extraction Customers ........................15687,15688,16949,15690,15691,15692,16489-E
 

ED  Experimental Economic Development Rate ...........................................................16881,16882-E  
E-CARE  CARE Program Service for Qualified Nonprofit Group-Living and Qualified Agricultural 

Employee Housing Facilities ................................................................................................15392-E
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